KrafTaS Project
UiTM Kelantan Branch

Creative solution to old newspaper that will earn money as well as storage problems can be solved.

INTRODUCTION
The idea broke out when daily subscriptions to daily newspapers and interviews and surveys in most public and academic libraries found that most newspapers subscribed to the library would be sold to old newspaper sellers at the end of the year. This situation is not worth the cost invested to subscribe to newspapers for library use.

KrasTaS project helps library management to generate additional revenue, solve storage space problems and also promote library images with creative and engaging craft product creation.

OBJECTIVE
An effort endowing the concept of 3 R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) and encourage library staff to be more creative and think out of the box.

COMMERCIALIZATION
This project will helps library management earning income by selling the craft products to interested parties rather than selling to old newspapers seller. The space problems also can be solved. Not only green technology introduced but also creativity among library staff.